
 KS2 English Curriculum Map 2018-19 

Big idea theme and question: Year 3: Responsibility 
What does it mean to be responsible?

Year 4: Courage 
What does it mean to be courageous?

Year 5: Love and Hope 
Why are love and hope important?

Year 6: Trust 
What is trust?

Big idea question and 
final critical reading 
response:

HT1 
6 

weeks

How can we each be responsible for the 
world we live in? Where do we get courage from? Are food and shelter more important than 

love for survival? Can you always trust what you see?

Core text: The Tin Forest – Helen Ward and Wayne 
Anderson 

The Great Kapok Tree – Lynne Cherry

The Firework Maker’s Daughter – Phillip 
Pullman

Street Child – Berlie Doherty Skellig – David Almond

Supplementary texts 
to support English and 
R2S: 

The Shaman’s Apprentice – Lynne Cherry 
The Vanishing Rainforest – Richard Platt  
The Rainforest Grew All Around – Susan K 
Mitchell

Oliver Twist (Gill Tavner Retelling) 
Oliver Twist – Charles Dickens

The story of Icarus (Greek Myth) 
The story of Persephone (Greek Myth) 
The Angel  - William Blake  
Infant Joy – William Blake  
The Schoolboy – William Blake

Humanities  
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

Amazon Rainforest, Brazil  
Enquiry question: Why is the Amazon 
Rainforest disappearing?  
Writing outcome:  The Brazilian Amazon 
rainforest is fast disappearing. Write a leaflet 
to raise awareness.

Indonesia  
Enquiry Question: How do people live in other 
continents?  
Writing Outcome: Leaflet about a trip to Asia 
(India and China).  

The Victorians  
Enquiry question: What was it like to be a 
child in Victorian England?  
Writing outcome: “Victorians treated children 
cruelly in schools.” Use these four sources to 
agree or disagree with this statement.  

Angels 
Enquiry question: What are angels for?  
Writing outcome: argument writing

Science: 
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

Plants  

Enquiry question: What do plants need to 
grow? 
Writing outcome: Practical report – How does 
nutrient availability affect germination?

States of Matter 

Writing outcome: Practical report – How does 
temperature affect the rate of water 
evaporation?

Forces (motion) 

Enquiry question: How do objects fall?  
Writing outcome: Practical report – How does 
the viscosity of a liquid affect resistance?

Evolution and Inheritance  
All About Evolution – Robert Winston  
What is Evolution? – Louise Spilsbury  
Enquiry question: How are we different? 
Writing outcome: Practical report – How are 
we different? (chn choose focus)

Knowledge and skills: Speaking and listening focus: Participate in 
group discussion (linked to critical question)  

Reading focus: analysing settings 

Writing outcomes:Setting description 
Persuasive letters (reply to Lynne Cherry)

Speaking and listening focus: Perform poetry 

Reading focus: descriptive/figurative 
language analysis; inferencing characters’ 
thoughts/feelings/motives 

Writing outcome: 5-part story 

Speaking and listening focus: Telling a story 
(Read to Y7) 

Reading focus: understanding and analysing 
Victorian language; analysing setting and 
character 

Writing outcomes: Setting and character 
descriptions

Speaking and listening focus: Present an 
argument  

Reading focus: analysing themes; analysing 
form and structure of different types of 
arguments 

Writing outcome: 5 part story

Outcome(s)/
audience(s):

Posting letters to Lynne Cherry Publishing party with parents for suspense 
stories - TBC

Share Victorian settings and characters with 
Y7 - TBC

Big idea question and 
final critical reading 
response:

HT2 
8 

weeks

How are we responsible for our own 
actions?

You have to be strong to be courageous.  
How far do you agree? Which is more powerful: love or hate? How do we convince others to trust us?

Core text: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory – Roald 
Dahl

How To Train Your Dragon – Cressida Cowell A Wrinkle in Time – Madeline L’Engle Once – Morris Gleitzman

Supplementary texts 
to support English and 
R2S:

Chocolate Cake by Michael Rosen (Author) 
Kevin Waldron (Illustrator) 

The Saga of Erik the Viking – Terry Jones + 
Michael Foreman

Neil Armstrong and Getting to the Moon - Ben 
Hubbard

Goodnight Mr. Tom - Michelle Magorian



Humanities  
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

Fair Trade 
Well Made Fair Trade: My Chocolate Bar and 
Other Food - Helen Greathead 
Chocolate: From Bean to Bar (Collins Big Cat) 
A Chocolate Bar: How it is made - Sarah 
Ridley 

Writing outcome: Persuasive letter to Mr. 
Haimendorf to only have Fair Trade chocolate 
in our school

Vikings  
Britain in the Past: Vikings – Moira 
Butterfield  
Viking Express (Newpapers from History 
Series) -Andrew Langley 

Writing outcome: Newspaper report on 
Lindisfarne Invasion

 N/A WW2 

Writing outcome: Non chronological report 
(Jewish Ghettos)

Science: 
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

Forces and Magnets  
Forces and Magnets - Peter Riley 

Enquiry question: How are magnets used in 
everyday life? 
Writing outcome: Non - chronological report – 
How are magnets used? 

N/A Earth and Space 
Space A Children's Encyclopaedia (DK 
Reference)  
Professor Astro Cat's Frontiers of Space - Ben 
Newman and Dominic Walliman 
Enquiry question: What is in the night sky? 
Writing outcome: Non-chronological on the 
solar system  
Writing outcome: Biography (Neil Armstrong/
Tim Peaks)

N/A

Knowledge and skills: Speaking and listening focus:  
Present persuasive arguments 
Reading foci:  character construction from 
Dahl; analysis of persuasive devices in NF 
texts. 

Writing outcome: Persuasive leaflets on own 
chocolate creations

Speaking and listening focus: Present News 
reports  

Reading focus:  character comparisons; 
analysing form of newspapers 

Writing outcome: non-chronological report 
(dragon invention)

Speaking and listening focus: Presentation 

Reading focus: analysing authorial choices of 
language; analysing biography form and 
structure 

Writing outcome: quest story (Additional 
chapter – visit to a dark planet)

Speaking and listening focus: Re-telling/
telling stories linked to writing outcome  

Reading focus: analysing shifts in narrative 
perspectives; making inference using 
historical knowledge 

Writing outcome: informative letter

Outcome(s) and 
audience(s):

A chocolate market in the playground TBC Vikings exhibition TBC Story telling session TBC WW2 exhibition TBC



Big idea question and 
final critical reading 
response:

HT3 
6 

weeks
Who are we responsible for? Does being courageous make you a hero? How do our feelings shape our actions? Trust and expectations of others: are they 

interdependent?

Core text: Fantastic Mr. Fox – Roald Dahl Beowulf (Part 1 – Grendel)  
Michael Morpurgo Retelling

The Lady of Shallot – Alfred Lord Tennyson 
The Highwayman – Alfred Lord Tennyson

Clockwork – Phillip Pullman

Supplementary texts 
to support English and 
R2S:

Krindlekrax - Philip Ridley  Brothers Grimm Tales 

Humanities  
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

United Kingdom – The Countryside  

Writing outcome: Fox hunting argumentative 
speech

Anglo-Saxons  
Anglo-Saxon Britain (Found!) - Moira 
Butterfield  
Everyday Life (Discover the Anglo-Saxons) -
Moira Butterfield 

Writing outcome: Information leaflet on Anglo 
Saxon Life

London and the Highwaymen (Tyburn Tree/
Speaker’s corner) 
Highwaymen, Outlaws and Bandits of London 
- Travis Elborough 

Writing outcome: Newspaper report

Inventions 

Writing outcome: Advert for an invention?

Science: 
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

Light  

Enquiry question: What is the difference 
between light and dark? 
Writing outcome: Practical report – How does 
distance from a light source affect the size 
and shape of the shadow?

Sound 
Sound - Peter Riley 

Writing outcome: Practical report - How does 
distance from the sound affect amplitude?

Living Things and their Habitats 
(Reproduction) 
Inheritance and Reproduction- Jen Green 

Enquiry question: How do living things 
develop as they grow? 
Writing outcome: Informative poster about 
the lifecycle of a chosen animal (IT?)

Electricity 
Electricity (Essential Physical Science) - 
Louise Spilsbury & Richard Spilsbury 
Enquiry question: How does the number of 
cells used affect the brightness of a bulb? 
Writing outcome: practical report – How does 
the number of cells used affect the 
brightness of a bulb?

Knowledge and skills: Speaking and listening focus: Perform in role 
(diary entries – monologues) 

Reading focus: narrative structure 

Writing outcome: alternative ending

Speaking and listening focus: Perform in role 

Reading focus: traditional language analysis; 
narrative structure 

Writing outcome: persuasive speeches 

Speaking and listening focus: Present 
persuasive speeches (Speaker’s corner)  

Reading focus: analysing rich language; 
analysing persuasive speeches 

Writing outcome: persuasive speeches (death 
penalty)

Speaking and listening focus: Act in role 

Reading focus: analysing character 
construction and motives; analysing dialogue 
to advance narrative 

Writing outcome: Playscript

Outcome(s) and 
audience(s):

Class readings of alternative endings to guests 
(my friend Sam Holcroft who wrote the play 
version of Fantastic Mr Fox)

Perform speeches in year group assembly Speeches at Speaker’s Corner  
Trial of The Highwayman in role and decisions 
on his fate

Performance of scripts

Big idea question and 
final critical reading 
response:

HT4 
6 

weeks

Power and responsibility: 
Do they mean the same thing?

What makes us find the courage to take 
action? Can hope sustain us? Is a person of authority always 

trustworthy?

Core text: The Orchard Book of Roman Myths – 
Geraldine McCaughrean

Oranges in No Man’s Land – Elizabeth Laird Ice Trap! - Meredith Hooper and M. P. 
Robertson

Floodland – Marcus Sedgwick

Supplementary texts 
to support English and 
R2S:

Roman Diary (Diary Histories) – Richard Platt The Island – Armin Greder Shackleton’s Journey by William Grill  William Blake



Humanities  
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

The Romans (Information text) 
Roman Britain (Usborne History of Britain) -  
Ruth Brocklehurst 

Writing outcome: Chronological report

Immigration and the Refugee Experience 
Who are Refugees and Migrants? What Makes 
People Leave their Homes? And Other Big 
Questions – Michael Rosen 

Writing outcome: Critical essay

Great Explorers  
Great Explorers by Jim Pipe 
The Story of Explorers and Exploration by 
Penny Clarke  
How to be an Explorer by Sir Henry 
Hardcastle 

Writing outcome: Biography of explorer

Water and Floods (Floods (Nature 
Unleashed) -  Louise Spilsbury + Richard 
Spilsbury  
Humans and the Hydrosphere: Protecting 
Earth's Water Sources - Ava Sawyer 
The Water Cycle (Nature's Cycles) - Sally 
Morgan  

Writing outcome: Information leaflet on 
climate change/the water cycle

Science: 
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

N/A Animals including Humans (Human Health 
Care) 

Enquiry question: What happens to our food 
as it trafels through our body? 
Writing outcome: Chronological report  
From Mouth to Anus

Properties and Changes of Materials  
Materials (Mind Webs) – Anna Claybourne  

Enquiry question: How can we make drinking 
water on a desert island? 
Writing outcome: Instructions/method – How 
can we make drinking water on a desert 
island?

Living Things and their Habitats: 
The Wonder Garden: Wander through the 
world's wildest habitats and discover more 
than 
Enquiry question: How do we classify living 
organisms based on their cell type? 
Writing outcome: Informative poster (IT)

Knowledge and skills: Speaking and listening focus: newspaper 
reports turned into tv reports? 

Reading focus: common features of fable 
structure and content; analysis of traditional 
language 

Writing outcome: newspaper report (retelling 
myths)

Speaking and listening focus: Present an 
argument 

Reading foci: analysing image; analysing 
thoughts/feelings/motives; analysing 
argumentative features 

Writing outcome: Formal argumentative/ 
persuasive letters

Speaking and listening focus: Participate in 
discussion linked to critical question 

Reading focus: analysing language choices for 
empathy; analysing persuasive language of 
advertising 

Writing outcome: recount diaries 

Speaking and listening focus: Perform a poem 
(Blake) 

Reading focus: analysing character 
motivation; analysing relative important of 
different characters; analysing shifts in tone 
in the novel; analysing conventions of 
newspaper articles 

Writing outcome: newspaper report 
(Flooding)

Outcome(s) and 
audience(s):

Filmed TV reports - TBC Is hope enough when others fail our 
expectations?



Big idea question and 
final critical reading 
response:

HT5 
5 

weeks
What does it mean to be responsible? What has fear got to do with bravery? Can love sustain us? How do we know who to trust – or who not 

to trust?

Core text: Charlotte’s Web – E. B. White Varjak Paw – S. F. Said Private Peaceful – Michael Morpurgo Stone Cold – Robert Swindells

Supplementary texts 
to support English and 
R2S:

The War Game – Michael Foreman (Xmas 
Truce) 
Memorial – Shaun Tan

Humanities  
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

N/A N/A WW1  
Writing outcome: newspaper report 

Homelessness –  Human Rights and 
Democracy 
Writing outcome: Persuasive letter (on 
homelessness/housing in London)

Science: 
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

Animals including Humans 
Your Digestive System (Searchlight Books)  
by Rebecca L Johnson  
Ready for Action: The Skeleton and Muscles 
(BodyWorks) by Thomas Canavan 
Enquiry question: How do nutrient affect 
animal health? 
Writing outcome: Leaflet on healthy living

All Living Things 

Enquiry question: How do we classify living 
things? 
Writing outcome: leaflet about classification 
of different organisms

Forces (mechanisms) 

Enquiry question: How can mechanisms be 
used to make our lives easier? 
Writing outcome: Practical report – How does 
distance from a hinge affect the force 
needed to open a door?

Animals including Humans 
Circulatory/digestive system + health and 
exercise 

Enquiry question: How do all our body parts 
get the nutrients they need?  
Practical report: How does exercise affect 
heart rate?

Knowledge and skills: Speaking and listening focus: Perform poetry  

Reading focus: language analysis 

Writing outcome: 5-part story 

Speaking and listening focus: Retell/Tell a 
story  

Reading focus: analysing settings and how 
writers create suspense 

Writing outcome: alternative ending 

Speaking and listening focus: reading letters 

Reading focus: analysing tone; analysing 
emotional shifts in letters; analysing features 
of newspaper articles 

Writing outcome: series of letters (letters 
home, love letters)

Speaking and listening focus: Presentation of 
campaigns  

Reading focus: analysing split narrative and 
character perspectives 

Writing outcomes: setting description and 
alternative ending 

Outcome(s) and 
audience(s):

Telling stories to each other/KSA-APG Publishing party with parents for suspense 
stories 

Reading each other’s letters Send letters to Karen Buck MP

Big idea question and 
final critical reading 
response:

HT6 
7 

weeks 

5 
weeks 

on 
text  
+ 2 

weeks 
synopt
ic on 
all 

texts 
from 
the 
year 

workin

Should we be responsible for people we 
don’t know? What does it mean to be courageous? Why are love and hope important? What is trust?

Core text: Stig of the Dump – Clive King The London Eye Mystery – Siobhan Dowd Who Let the Gods Out? – Maz Evans Iqbal – Francesco D’Adamo

Supplementary texts 
to support English and 
R2S:

Minnow and the Bear - Benedict Blathwayt  
Stone Age Boy - Satoshi Kitamura  
UG: Boy Genius of the Stone Age and His 
Search for Soft Trousers – Raymond Briggs 

All in a Day – Mitsumasa Anno 
The National Archives: The Buildings That 
Made London - David Long

Greek Myths –  Geraldine McCaughrean & 
Emma Chichester Clark

Humanities  
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

Stone Age – Iron Age 
The Stone Age: Hunters, Gatherers & Woolly  
Mammoths – Marcia Williams  
Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages (Explore!) - 
Sonya Newland 

Writing outcome: Informative leaflet

Times and Lines 
London: A Time Traveller's Guide - Moira 
Butterfield 

Writing outcome: Informative leaflet

Ancient Greece  
Ancient Greece (Writing History) - Anita 
Ganeri   

Writing outcome: Information leaflet

Early Islamic Civilisation 
Early Islamic Civilisation (Explore!) -  Izzi 
Howell 

Writing outcome: Critical essay?



Science: 
(Non-fiction texts and 
writing outcomes)

workin
g 

toward 
final 

critical 
essay

Rocks  
Rocks (Raintree Perspectives: Rock on!) - 
Chris Oxlade 

Enquiry question: How do rocks form over 
time? 
Writing outcome: Chronological report – How 
rocks form over time? 

Electricity 
Electricity and Magnets (Mind Webs) - Anna 
Claybourne  

Enquiry question: How do we build a circuit? 
Writing outcome: Instructions – How to build 
a circuit?

Animals including Humans (Changes to old 
age)  
Growth and Aging (Amazing Human Body)  
by Joanne Randolph  

Enquiry question: Why are changes to our 
body natural? 
Writing outcome: Informative letter in 
response to a child’s letter detailing their 
concerns about their changing body 
(puberty).  Why change in our body is 
natural?(Talk box for PSHE)

Light  
Light and Sound (Science in Infographics) by 
Jon Richards 

Enquiry question: Does light travel in straight 
lines? 
Writing outcome: Non-chronological report 
(including practical work to prove it travels 
in straight lines): Light travels in straight 
lines.

Knowledge and skills: Speaking and listening focus: Telling a story 

Reading focus: analysing sub-stories; creating 
atmosphere for adventure 

Writing outcome: diary entries  

Speaking and listening focus: Participate in 
discussion (linked to critical question) 

Reading focus: analysing suspense in narrative 
structure 

Writing outcome: diary entries 

Speaking and listening focus: Perform in role  

Reading focus: analysing conventions of 
Greek myths; analysing dialogue as a mode of 
character construction; analysing features of 
a play script 

Writing outcome: play script (from a scene of 
the novel) 

Speaking and listening focus: Year 6 
production  

Reading focus: analysing character 
development over a whole novel; analysing 
form of speech;  

Writing outcomes: 
1. Diary entries 
2. Poem 
3. Argumentative speeches (anti-slavery/

child labour)

Outcome(s) and 
audience(s):

Read each other’s diary entries across classes Play script performances Speeches with KSA/APG


